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Building tools to help people find

and connect to social services



How do we know what impact we’re having?



What do the people we are trying to serve think?



How do we learn from our data to deepen that impact?



(Austin skyline)



(Image UT)







What is                              ? 





Make human service information accessible

to people and programs



I need help



I need help
We have services
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I need help
We have services



www.auntbertha.com









70,000+

programs





242,897
users and counting





“Seekers First”



Our users are our “North Star”



Medical assistance



(Picture of Motel 6…)



Housing

Food

Money

6,202

3,828

3,041



Where are the gaps between searches (demand)

I need help



Where are the gaps between searches (demand)

and programs (supply)?

I need help

We have services



Search Data



Search Data Program Data



We needed to know more 

about whether or not 

people were actually 

getting connected to 

programs…

?



1. Build ability to connect directly to a program 

through our site

2. Ask whether or not a seeker was able to 

access a needed resource

3. Collect and organize data to better 

understand the full user experience
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(maybe connect screen shot here)



“Did you get help?”







“I don’t think people will use electronic referrals because when 

people need help, it is usually immediate” 



(Data warehouse)









Baby supplies



User Experience  >  Perfect Data 



Accountable 

Innovation



Accountable 

Innovation

Build a product and a process that works

for people searching for help



Accountable 

Innovation

Think outside of our own assumptions



Accountable 

Innovation

Recognize power dynamics and a history of people 

with privilege making decisions on behalf of others



Accountable 

Innovation

Find new ways to capture & act on the 

feedback of the people we want to benefit



What do the people who are looking 

for services have to say about this? 



We’re learning…



Accountable innovation is not linear





But, looking at the bigger picture…





What comes next?







... we have more work to do.



And you can help.



Get the word out! 



Get the word out! 

Share this free resource with the community



www.auntbertha.com



Let’s bring our data together to start a conversation



…maybe even a movement



Improving social service access 

will take a community effort





Why can’t we …



Create a world where people can find and connect to

social services with dignity and ease.



Join us.



Thank you.

mjohnson@auntbertha.com


